I. INTRODUCTION

B
OUNDARY meshless methods (BMMs) are attractive and important computational techniques for reducing the dimensionality of solving problems. Several boundary-type meshless methods have been developed for many potential and elastic problems [1] - [3] , they need no discretization of the boundary and are proven as robust numerical methods. But very few of them are used to solve electromagnetic problems and say nothing of transient eddy-current problems. Reference [3] has been recently published about BMMs for transient eddy-current problems.
In this paper, the boundary polynomial point interpolation meshless method (BPPIM) and the boundary radial point interpolation meshless method (BRPIM) based on the polynomial basis function (PBF) and the radial basis function (RBF) are presented, respectively, for transient eddy-current analysis, and both their interpolation shape functions satisfy the Kronecker delta function, thus, the essential boundary conditions can be directly imposed on the boundary nodes. For comparing BPPIM and BRPIM, an example on analyzing transient eddy current of a square metal column is illustrated, and accuracy analysis between them are expounded as well.
II. POINT INTERPOLATION ON CURVES
A. Polynomial Basis Point Interpolation Method (PPIM)
Consider a 2-D domain with boundary , as shown in Fig. 1 . In using the boundary meshless method, only the boundary of the problem domain is represented using nodes. nodes on . As in the conventional BEM method, and are constructed independently using the PIM shape function as
where is a curvilinear coordinate on is the number of the nodes in the support domain of a point of interest , which is often a quadrature point of integration, is a basis function of a complete polynomial with and , and and are the coefficients that change when changes. In matrix form, there are
The coefficient and in (2a) and (2b) can be determined by enforcing (1a) and (1b) to be satisfied at the nodes surrounding the point . Equation (1) Solving and from (3a) and (b), then substituting them into (1a) and (b), we can obtain (5a) (5b)
The PPIM shape functions possess Kronecker delta function properties, and theoretically the integrations and the derivatives can be accurately obtained in that the shape functions so-formed are polynomials.
B. Radial Basis Point Interpolation Method (RPIM)
The RPIM (1) can be rewritten as
where , in this paper, is the PBF, is the number of the nodes in the support domain of a point of interest is number of terms of the polynomial basis, usually . The parameters and basis in matrix form are
For the uniqueness of the radial point interpolation, the relationship should be satisfied as follows:
Combining (6) and (8) The matrix form of shape function both in PPIM and in RPIM are defined by (12) and (5) and (11) can be written as
The shape functions are formed by RPIM and should be more complicated than those by PPIM, but the latter one may gain less accuracy than the former one, in which some parameters are required to be determined carefully because they directly affect the accuracy and the performance of the RPIM.
The shape functions both in (5) and (11) satisfy the Kronecker delta function as (14) Therefore, the shape functions constructed have the Kronecker delta function property, and the essential boundary conditions can be easily imposed as in traditional BEM.
III. TRANSIENT EDDY-CURRENT PROBLEM
The full set of equations for low-frequency electromagnetic field can now be written as (15a) (15b) where and are eddy current and source current, respectively. For linear conductive medium, with Lorentz gauge, the equivalent form by using magnetic potential vector of (15) can be written as follows: (16) Therefore, for 2-D problems, (16) can be reduced to a scalar diffusion equation as follows: (17) where is one of the three components of vector potential and is the supplied source. The initial and boundary problems for 2-D transient eddy-current field is written as in on at on at in at (18) where is the solver domain with boundary , in which and are essential boundary and natural boundary, respectively.
IV. BPPIM AND BRPIM FORMULATIONS
A. Discrete Equations by BPPIM and BRPIM
The well-known boundary integration equation for 2-D linear medium problems is given by
In (21), is the distance between the field point and the source point. To get the numerical solution of (19), time should be discrete into time steps for computation. A time interpolative function is needed here; they are Solving (23) step-by-step in time domain, the unknown value of and on boundary at any time can be obtained. Equation (19) is used again with the same procedure as (23) and other unknown values of and in solving domain can also be obtained.
B. Operation on Singular Integral of BPPIM and BRPIM
In order to get the integrals in (24), global background integration cells, which are independent on the nodes and its distribution, are needed. It is obvious that (24) consists of regular and singular functions; the former terms can usually be evaluated by using Gaussian quadrature based on the integration cells, but to the latter terms, the log Gaussian quadrature are required to evaluate the -type singular integrals, which exist in matrix , as follows: (25) where are calculated points, are weighted parameters. In the matrix is a coefficient depended on the geometrical shape of the boundary, which is usually easy to be obtained for a smooth boundary, but it is more difficult to get for nonsmooth boundaries. Moreover, the -type singular integrals exist in matrix , it is not a trivial task to get the diagonal terms of matrix . Note that shape functions both of BPPIM and BRPIM possess the Kronecker delta function property; therefore, the rigid body movement method can be used here to obtain the diagonal terms of matrix , and the singular integrals in matrix are avoided.
C. Nodes Distribution and Some Practical Experiences
In BPPIM and BRPIM, the suitable nodes distribution usually determined by experiences and large quantities of numerical experiments, but it is one of the factors to affect the numerical accuracy. Uniform compact nodes distribution is sometimes unnecessary, but to its opposite, uniform loose nodes distribution usually induces to poor accuracy. Some practical experiences are obtained as follows.
• The nodes near to the load points should be distributed compactly and those far away loosely.
• If boundary conditions with high gradient are imposed, then more compact nodes should be distributed on the load boundaries to precisely represent the boundary conditions. • The nodes distributed on the essential boundary and those on the natural boundary should express different boundary characteristics, namely, the nodes for point interpolation on the essential boundaries had better not include those on the natural boundaries, and this rule is also suitable to nodes on the natural boundaries for point interpolation.
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN BPPIM AND BRPIM
In order to compare the proposed BPPIM and BRPIM, a metal column with infinite length is magnetized here. Its cross section of one quadrant is shown in Fig. 2 The nodes are uniformly distributed in this example and the distance between any adjacent two nodes is 0.02 m; thus, there are 21 nodes on boundary and , and 11 nodes on boundary and . The relative error is defined as here to reflect the accuracy. The relationship between the relative error (investigated point ) and the number of nodes in the support domain for interpolation are shown in Fig. 3 , which also indicates a comparison between BPPIM and BRPIM. A suitable number of nodes in support domain for BPPIM is -and for BRPIM is -. A too-small support domain leads to poor accuracy because there are not enough nodes to perform interpolation for the field variable; in the contrary, too big a support domain will increase the condition of the moment matrix, it leads to numerical error accordingly.
This example chooses and , respectively, for BPPIM and BRPIM in comparing relative error of transient solutions of the investigated point during time -s, and its time step is 8 s. Fig. 4 is the comparison among BPPIM, BRPIM, and BEM. It indicates that BRPIM gains slightly more accuracy than BPPIM at most of the time points. Fig. 5 is a comparison among BPPIM, BRPIM, and BEM for describing the relative error of the eddy current density distributed on axis . It indicates that BRPIM just gains slightly more precision than BPPIM, but both of them lead to a great relative error because of the boundary layer effect, which inherently exists in conventional boundary element/meshless methods with discrete formulations by boundary integration equations and fundamental solutions.
VI. CONCLUSION
Both BPPIM and BRPIM belong to the point interpolative boundary meshless method, they are both effective and suitable for transient eddy-current analysis, and they both have the Kronecker delta function property, and the essential boundary conditions can be easily imposed as in traditional BEM. Based on numerical experiments from this paper, the main differences between these two methods is as follows.
1) To BPPIM, the number of nodes in support domain for interpolation is , and the order number of the shape functions is ; thus, the number determines the accuracy of results. To BRPIM, it has no such relationship. A suitable number of nodes in support domain for BPPIM is -, but it is -for BRPIM. 2) The shape functions at each quadrature point include a matrix inversion. Under equal performance of accuracy, there generally has the relationship . This also reflects that BPPIM needs less computing time than that of BRPIM.
3) The accuracy of BRPIM depends on the parameters of RBF in great degree [4] , but to its contrary, BPPIM employs PBF and it independent from any parameter. 4) It is based on the suitable RBF parameters and the relative more computing time that make BRPIM gets more accuracy than that of BPPIM.
